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Disclaimer
These materials have been prepared solely for educational and entertainment
purposes to contribute to the understanding of U.S. intellectual property law. These
materials reflect only the personal views of the authors and are not individualized
legal advice. It is understood that each case is fact specific, and that the appropriate
solution in any case will vary. Therefore, these materials may or may not be relevant
to any particular situation. Thus, the authors and Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow,
Garrett & Dunner, LLP (including Finnegan Europe LLP, and Fei Han Foreign Legal
Affairs Law Firm) cannot be bound either philosophically or as representatives of their
various present and future clients to the comments expressed in these materials. The
presentation of these materials does not establish any form of attorney-client
relationship with these authors. While every attempt was made to ensure that these
materials are accurate, errors or omissions may be contained therein, for which any
liability is disclaimed. The authors are indebted to Stacy D. Lewis, Law Clerk at
Finnegan, for invaluable help in preparing these slides.
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Product-by-Process

• “Product-by-Process” Claim Format
― Utilizes process information to define the composition.
― Not a method claim.
― Product claim.

― Defined, in whole or in part, by the process used to make the 
product. 

― Provides patent protection to new products that are otherwise 
incapable of structural characterization. 

• USPTO = Product-by-process claim = a pure product claim

• Treatment of product-by-process claims in inter partes proceedings 
clarified

― Abbott v. Sandoz, 566 F.3d 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2009) followed Atlantic 
Thermoplastics Co. v. Faytex Corp., 970 F.2d 834 (Fed. Cir. 1992) -> 
process terms in product-by-process claims serve as limitations in 
determining infringement.



Infringement Analysis

• Arcelormittal v. AK Steel Corp., 908 F.3d 1267 (Fed. Cir. 2018)
Claim 17. A hot-rolled coated steel sheet comprising

a hot-rolled steel sheet coated with an aluminum or aluminum alloy 
coating, 

wherein said coated steel sheet is in the form of a delivery coil and the 
steel in the sheet comprises the following composition by weight: 
0.15%<carbon<0.5%; 0.5%<manganese<3%; 0.1%<silicon<0.5%; 
0.01%<chromium<1%; titanium<0.2%; aluminum<0.1%; 
phosphorus<0.1%; sulfur<0.05%; 0.0005%<boron<0.08%, the 
remainder being iron and impurities inherent in processing, and the 
steel sheet has a very high mechanical resistance in excess of 1500 MPa 
after thermal treatment and the aluminum or aluminum alloy coating 
provides a high resistance to corrosion of the steel sheet.
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Infringement Analysis

• Arcelormittal (con’t)
― Arcelormittal: AK Steel's sheets infringed because they were hot-stamped 

to exceed a UTS of 1,500 MPa.

― DC: Granted AK Steel’s motion for summary judgment of 
noninfringement. 

― FC: Vacate and remand. 
― “The district court erred when it focused solely on the pre-stamped product 

and stated ‘[t]hat [AK Steel] may ship the steel sheets to a third party hot 
stamper on behalf of its purchaser is of no consequence to the infringement 
analysis.’… The asserted product-by-process claims are not directed to 
unstamped blanks that have not yet been subject to the claimed thermal 
treatment process step. … As we have previously affirmed, "process terms in 
product-by-process claims serve as limitations in determining infringement." 
Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc., 566 F.3d 1282, 1293 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (en banc) 
(quoting Atl. Thermoplastics Co. v. Faytex Corp., 970 F.2d 834, 846-47 (Fed. 
Cir. 1992)).”
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Infringement Analysis

• Arcelormittal (con’t)
― FC: (con’t)

― “The court cannot ignore the inventor’s definition of her product. Id. In 
view of the claim language, the claimed thermal treatment process step, 
i.e., hot-stamping, and resulting UTS, is of significant consequence to 
the infringement analysis.”

― “By simply focusing on the composition and mechanical resistance of 
the preprocessed, blank steel sheets, and by ignoring the claimed 
thermal treatment process step conducted by hot-stampers and the 
resulting UTS, the district court erred in determining whether a material 
claimed element in the patent as defined by the inventor had changed 
in the accused products.”

― “Contrary to the district court's finding, that the thermal treatment is 
performed by a third party hot-stamper does not foreclose the 
possibility of direct infringement here.”
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M.P.E.P. §2113
Product-by-Process Claims [R-10.2019]

• “[E]ven though product-by-process claims are limited by and defined by the 
process, determination of patentability is based on the product itself. The 
patentability of a product does not depend on its method of production. If 
the product in the product-by-process claim is the same as or obvious from a 
product of the prior art, the claim is unpatentable even though the prior 
product was made by a different process." In re Thorpe, 777 F.2d 695, 698, 
227 USPQ 964, 966 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (citations omitted) … Furthermore, 
"[b]ecause validity is determined based on the requirements of patentability, 
a patent is invalid if a product made by the process recited in a product-by-
process claim is anticipated by or obvious from prior art products, even if 
those prior art products are made by different processes." Amgen Inc. v. F. 
Hoffman-La Roche Ltd., 580 F.3d 1340, 1370 n 14, 92 USPQ2d 1289, 1312, n 
14 (Fed. Cir. 2009). See also Purdue Pharma v. Epic Pharma, 811 F.3d 1345, 
117 USPQ2d 1733 (Fed. Cir. 2016). However, in the context of an 
infringement analysis, a product-by-process claim is only infringed by a 
product made by the process recited in the claim. Id. at 1370[.]”
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M.P.E.P. §2113
Product-by-Process Claims [R-10.2019]

• “The structure implied by the process steps should be considered when assessing the 
patentability of product-by-process claims over the prior art, especially where the 
product can only be defined by the process steps by which the product is made, or 
where the manufacturing process steps would be expected to impart distinctive 
structural characteristics to the final product. …”

• “’The Patent Office bears a lesser burden of proof in making out a case of prima facie 
obviousness for product-by-process claims because of their peculiar nature’” than 
when a product is claimed in the conventional fashion. In re Fessmann, 489 F.2d 742, 
744, 180 USPQ 324, 326 (CCPA 1974). Once the examiner provides a rationale tending 
to show that the claimed product appears to be the same or similar to that of the 
prior art, although produced by a different process, the burden shifts to applicant to 
come forward with evidence establishing an nonobvious difference between the 
claimed product and the prior art product. In re Marosi, 710 F.2d 799, 803, 218 USPQ 
289, 292-33 (Fed. Cir. 1983)… See also Ex parte Gray, 10 USPQ2d 1922 (Bd. Pat. App. & 
Inter. 1989)[.]”
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M.P.E.P. §2113
Product-by-Process Claims [R-10.2019]

• “‘when the prior art discloses a product which reasonably appears to 
be either identical with or only slightly different than a product 
claimed in a product-by-process claim, a rejection based 
alternatively on either section 102  or section 103 of the statute is 
eminently fair and acceptable. As a practical matter, the Patent 
Office is not equipped to manufacture products by the myriad of 
processes put before it and then obtain prior art products and make 
physical comparisons therewith.’ In re Brown, 459 F.2d 531, 535, 173 
USPQ 685, 688 (CCPA 1972). Office personnel should note that 
reliance on the alternative grounds of 35 U.S.C. 102  or 35 U.S.C. 103  
does not eliminate the need to explain both the anticipation and 
obviousness aspects of the rejections.”
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Product-by-Process Example
U.S. PAT. NO. 7,994,364
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How Used v. How Made

• The presence of process limitations relating to 
how a product is used—as opposed to how it is 
made—will not render a claim a “product-by-
process” claim. 

Mentor Corp. v. Coloplast, Inc., 998 F.2d 992 (Fed. Cir. 1993) 
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Distinguish Process Limitations From 
Structural Limitations

• Vanguard Products Corp. v. Parker Hannifin Corp., 234 F.3d 
1370 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

― Claim to a gasket with a thick inner layer and a thin metal-filled outer 
layer “integral therewith”

― Parker:  a product-by-process claim 

― FC: Affirmed infringed based on construction of claim as product 
claim, not p-b-p claim

― “integral” described the relationship between the elastomeric layers, 
not the means of joining them 

― Only one method of manufacture was described in the specification, co-
extrusion, but the method of manufacture, even when cited as 
advantageous, did not of itself convert the product claims into claims 
limited to a particular process 
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Product Claim

• AFG Industries, Inc. v. Cardinal IG Co., Inc., 375 F.3d 1367 (Fed. Cir. 
2004) 

― Claim to a “transparent laminated product comprising a transparent 
substrate and a 5-layered transparent coating composed of [5 layers],”

― FC: Vacated the district court’s grant of summary judgment of 
noninfringement, because in its infringement analysis, the district court 
imposed a limitation about the method of making the layers in the 
invention. 

― Whether a particular structure is a “layer” within the meaning of 
the claim is not affected by the method of making:

― “A structure that falls within the meaning of ‘layer’ due to its 
structure and optical properties remains a single layer whether it was 
deposited in a single sputtering operation or multiple operations. … 
The method of making is not determinative of the structure and 
properties of a ‘layer.’”

― “Although discussing the method of depositing layers of zinc oxide, 
this court recognizes that the '532 claim is a product claim that covers 
this inventive glass structure however it is made or however it is 
used.” Id. at 1370. 
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?
• In a product-by-process claim, process limitations often 

comprise verbs in the past tense. 
―E.g.,“obtained by,” “formed by," "prepared by," 

"heated until," and "vapor-deposited"

• But what about describing a composition of matter as a 
“condensation product“?  Is that wording suggestive of a 
process, thereby subjecting the language to interpretation 
as a process limitation?
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?
• In re Steppan, 394 F.2d 1013 (C.C.P.A. 1967)

― Claim 25.  An acid phosphate of a condensation product of formaldehyde 
with a salt of a compound selected from [a Markush group], the acid 
phosphate having the general formula ArN2H2PO4•H3PO4, in which ArN2 
is the [Markush constituent] condensed with formaldehyde.

― USPTO interpreted the phrase “condensation product” and "condensed" 
as process limitations—rendering the claim a “product-by-process” claim. 

― USPTO had a policy that where the chemical formula of a chemical 
compound is known, a product-by-process claim is improper.  Thus, 
USPTO found the claim improper. 

― CCPA reversed, finding the claim was a product claim. 
― The claim had sufficient structural characterization through the use of 

the term “acid phosphate,” together with a general formula and a 
description of the ArN2 constituent.  

― “condensation product” and “condensed with formaldehyde” “merely 
add clarifying language to the definition of an acid phosphate”
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?
• In re Moore, 439 F.2d 1232 (C.C.P.A. 1971).  

― Claim: "a mixture of highly fluorinated alkyladamantanes prepared by 
fluorinating an alkyladamantane..." 

― Rejected claim as indefinite under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph.  Found 
the language “prepared by fluorinating” rendered the claim a product-by-
process claim. 

― CCPA: reversed the rejection noting that "[a]ppellants clearly disclose that it is 
not the type of fluorination process which is important but the fact that the 
products are fluorinated and fluorinated to a specific minimum degree." Id. 
The Court accordingly concluded that "these claims are not product-by-process 
claims." Id.

• Other examples of process-connotative language being interpreted as connoting 
structure include “frozen,” “intermixed,” “pressfitted” and “interbonded . . . by 
interfusion.” See In re Garnero, 412 F.2d 276 (C.C.P.A. 1969) (listing examples). 

• Question: Is the claim language, as a whole, sufficiently structural? If yes, the special 
rules for prosecuting “product-by-process” claims are not applicable. 
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?

• Even language that is not connotative of process may, nonetheless, be treated as 
a process limitation. 

• In re Fitzgerald, 619 F.2d 67 (C.C.P.A. 1980)

― A self-locking, screw-threaded fastener invention was defined, inter alia, 
in terms of certain physical characteristics (crystallization shrinkage) of a 
constituent crystallizable thermoplastic. 

― Certain arguments advanced by the applicant caused the claim to be 
scrutinized under “product-by-process” standards:

― There is no other way to produce the patch-type fasteners defined in the 
appealed claims except by the use of [the] specific process which is defined in 
. . . the parent application to the present divisional application.  For all intents 
and purposes, the present claims have exactly the same meaning which they 
would have had if the claims had defined appellants' patch-type fasteners in 
terms of the steps used in the process for making the fasteners.
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?

• In re Fitzgerald (cont.)

―CCPA: the suggestion of the Solicitor that product-by-
process principles be applied to the facts of this case is 
well taken.

―Because the claim was treated under product-by-
process standards, the applicant bore the burden of 
establishing that the product of the cited prior art 
process did not result in the claimed crystallization 
shrinkage and was unable to meet that burden. 
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?

• In re Nordt Dev. Co., LLC, 881 F.3d 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

―Claim 1. A support for an area of a body that includes a hinge 
joint, comprising:

a) a hinge mechanism comprising an injection molded strut 
component and injection molded first and second arm 
components;

b) an elastically stretchable framework injection molded about the 
strut and arm components of the hinge mechanism, the 
framework being configured to extend across the hinge joint of 
the area of the body, and the framework defining a flexible, 
elastically stretchable web of elastomeric interconnecting 
members …
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Process Limitation Or Structural Limitation?

• In re Nordt Dev. Co., LLC (con’t)
― Examiner: Claim anticipated.  “Injection molded” is a method of 

manufacturing limitation—prior art need not show the apparatus 
was injection molded.

― PTAB: Affirmed.
― “Appellants do not persuasively explain what structural limitation is 

imparted by this manufacturing practice.”

― Nordt: PTAB erred by construing claim as product-by-process claim 
and therefore not according “injection molded” any patentable 
weight. 

― FC: Vacated and remanded.
― “injection molded” is not a process limitation.
― “the claim term at issue here is structural and should have been 

afforded weight when assessing patentability.”
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Can Process Limitation Be Read Into a Claim?

• Cont’l Circuits LLC v. Intel Corp., 915 F.3d 788 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

― Claim 100. An electrical device including:
― a conductive layer built up so as to fill undercuttings with respect to a surface of a dielectric 

material so as to form teeth in cavities, a plurality of the undercuttings being obtuse to the 
surface, wherein the conductive layer is a portion of circuitry of an electrical device, and a 
plurality of the teeth are within the range of 1 tenth of a mil deep to 1.75 tenths of a mil 
deep, and

― wherein at least one of the cavities includes an upgrade slope with respect to the surface of 
the dielectric material, and one of the teeth engages a portion of the dielectric material at 
the slope.

― Claim 14. An article of manufacture, the article comprising:
― an epoxy dielectric material delivered with solid content sufficient that etching the epoxy forms a non-

uniformly roughened surface comprising cavities located in and underneath a surface of the dielectric 
material, and sufficient that the etching of the epoxy uses non-homogeneity with the solid content to bring 
about formation of the nonuniformly roughened surface with at least some of the cavities having a first 
cross-sectional distance proximate the initial surface and a substantially greater cross-sectional distance 
distant from the initial surface, and

― a conductive material, whereby the etching of the epoxy forms the cavities, and a portion of the conductive 
material in the cavities thereby forming teeth in the cavities, wherein the etching of the non-homogeneous 
composition forms the cavities, and wherein the conductive material forms a portion of circuitry of an 
electrical device.
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Can Process Limitation Be Read Into a Claim?
• Cont’l Circuits  (con’t)

― DC: claims required that the dielectric material be “produced by a repeated 
desmear process” in view of statements in the specification and prosecution 
history. 

― FC: Vacated and remanded. 

― “’[a] novel product that meets the criteria of patentability is not limited to 
the process by which it was made.’ …’However, process steps can be 
treated as part of a product claim if the patentee has made clear that the 
process steps are an essential part of the claimed invention.’” Andersen 
Corp. v. Fiber Composites, LLC, 474 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2007). …. 

― Statements relied upon by the district court do not make clear that the 
desmear process was an essential part of the claimed device.  Because the 
patentee has not "made clear" that the repeated desmear process is "an 
essential part of the claimed invention," it was improper for the district 
court to read this process limitation into the product claims.”
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Improper Product-By-Process Claim

• In re Downing, 754 Fed. Appx. 988 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (non-
precedential)

― Claim 1. A resource planning forecast product … wherein the 
product is produced by processes of:

― (a) designing a diffusion-based proprietary forecasting technique …;
― (b) structuring presentations on the same computer …; and
― (c) constructing one-time settings for the structure…;
― such that this product's capabilities and features accommodate the 

full extent of resource types and resource planning (encompassing 
the five categories of planning noted) for operation by nontechnical 
or technical users in one unbundled computer file through end user 
interaction with displays.

― Examiner: Rejected claim under 35 U.S.C. § 112, second paragraph 
as indefinite.
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Improper Product-By-Process Claim

• In re Downing (con’t)

― PTAB: Affirmed.

― “Although the claims expressly recited that ‘the product is 
produced by processes of . . . ,’ … ‘the claimed steps do not 
define how the product is made, but rather describe the 
functions performed by the product.’“

― Steps describe functions that the resource planning product 
performs.

― Because claim 1 is not a product by process claim, the limitation 
"wherein the product is produced by processes of" was unclear.
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Improper Product-By-Process Claim

• In re Downing (con’t)

― FC: Affirmed. 

― “the claim reciting a product by process does not recite the steps for 
making the claimed product.”

― “The product claimed in claim 1 is a ‘resource planning forecast product.’
… The claim limitations that follow should therefore define the "process 
by which [the resource planning forecast product] is made." Thorpe, 777 
F.2d at 697. However, it is unclear how the recited claim limitations of 
"designing a diffusion-based proprietary forecasting technique," 
"structuring presentations,"  and "constructing one-time settings," … 
describe how the forecasting product is made. Instead, the claimed steps 
appear to be functions or features of the forecasting product and impart 
no information on how to actually make the product. We therefore agree 
that the claims are indefinite for failing to clearly recite the steps for 
making the claimed product.”
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Product Claims v. Product-by-Process Claims

1.  A compound having the 
formula R-X, wherein R is 
selected from. . ., and X is 
selected from . . . 

30

defined solely in 
terms of structure

defined solely in 
terms of process

1.  The [product] 
prepared by the 
method of claim 1 …

• 3M Innovative Properties Co. v. Avery Dennison Corp., 350 F.3d 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003)
• Claim term, “multiple embossed patterns,” was construed as requiring that the “two 

or more embossing patterns” be “superimposed.” 
• Court: use of “superimposed” in this definition did not transform the claim into a 

product-by-process claim (as Avery argued); it described only the structural 
relationship between the embossing patterns.  
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• Hospira, Inc. v. Fresenius Kabi USA, LLC, 946 F.3d 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2020)

• Claim 6. The ready to use liquid pharmaceutical composition of claim 
1, wherein the dexmedetomidine or pharmaceutically acceptable 
salt thereof is at a concentration of about 4 μg/mL.

• FC: Product claim does not include process limitations.
• “Claim 6 is not a method claim, it is not a product-by-process claim, and 

there are no limitations in claim 6 regarding the manufacturing process 
by which the recited 4 μg/mL dexmedetomidine composition must be 
prepared. Importing such limitations from Example 5 into the claim, as 
Hospira seeks to do, would be improper. … Thus, the district court did 
not misapply the law of inherency by considering the samples in the 
record without regard to the process by which those samples were 
prepared.”

Product Claims v. Product-by-Process Claims
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• Determining factor:  extent of precise structural characterization within the claim as 
a whole. 

• No bright line. 

• What to do? Be cognizant that the greater degree of process terminology used, the 
more likely a claim can be categorized as a “product-by-process” claim. This general 
proposition is subject to the qualifying principle that sheer volume of process-
connotative language, alone, is not controlling, because some process-connotative 
language can also connote structure. Furthermore, some process-connotative 
language is simply irrelevant to the characterization of “product-by-process” claims.

Product Claims v. Product-by-Process Claims



Proceedings Before the USPTO

• Product-by-process claims are interpreted as not limited by the process steps recited in the 
claims, because product-by-process claims define a product rather than a process. 

• This includes in IPRs and PGRs and is an accommodation to the burden that product-by-
process claims place upon the USPTO.

― Thus, to establish prima facie unpatentability the USPTO need only find prior art that 
“reasonably appears to be either identical with or slightly different” from the claimed product. 
MPEP §2113 (adopting the standard of In re Brown, 459 F.2d 531, 535 (C.C.P.A. 1972). ).

• It follows, accordingly, that any reference in the prior art directed to the same, or a similar 
compound—no matter how made—may render the claim anticipated or obvious. 

• USPTO Written Description Guidelines cite Fiers v. Revel, 984 F.2d 1164 (Fed. Cir. 1993) and 
Amgen Inc. v. Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., 927 F.2d 1200 (Fed. Cir. 1991), as support for the 
following statement: 

― Where the process has actually been used to produce the product, the written description 
requirement for a product by process claim is clearly satisfied; however, the requirement may 
not be satisfied where it is not clear that the acts set forth in the specification can be 
performed, or that the product is produced by that process. 66 Fed. Reg. 1106, n.52 (January 5, 2001).
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At PTAB

• Fresenius Kabi USA LLC v. Cubist Pharms. LLC, IPR2015-01570, Paper 17 
(P.T.A.B. Jan. 28, 2016)

― Claim 49. A purified daptomycin composition comprising daptomycin of 
greater than or about 93% purity relative to impurities 1–14 defined by 
peaks 1–14 shown in FIG. 12, the daptomycin being obtained by a process 
comprising the step of forming an aggregate comprising daptomycin.

― Patent Owner argued the process steps in the claims resulted in sufficient 
structural differences to avoid the general rule that the process limitations 
are not considered in the USPTO’s construction of a product-by-process 
claim. 

― PTAB: No basis to depart from the general rule, and analyzed the claim 
based on the resulting product without regard to the process of making it.
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Recent Example: Obviousness

• Ex parte Castellana, Appeal No. 2019-006605 (P.T.A.B. July 20, 2020) 

― Claim 104. A product for treating the skin and mucous membranes 
selected from a cream, an ointment, a liquid, a gel, and an aerosol, 
wherein the product is prepared by:

― mixing a suitable quantity of trichloroacetic acid with a composition of 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to form a first mixture, wherein the 
trichloroacetic acid in the first mixture is in a concentration of 30% to 35% 
w/w and the composition of hydrogen peroxide in the first mixture is 
present in a concentration of about 50% to about 85% providing a 
determinate quantity of basic compound to buffer the first mixture to 
obtain a pH value of between 2.3 and 2.6 of the first mixture; and

― adding the basic compound to the first mixture in order to buffer the first 
mixture,

― wherein the buffered first mixture is a product.
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Recent Example: Obviousness

• Ex parte Castellana (con’t)

― Examiner: rejected under § § 112(b) and 103. 
― “[t]he claims are directed to a product, however, the product is defined by 

product-by-process limitations of an intermediate to be incorporated into the 
final product”

― PTAB:  Reversed.
― “Because determining the patentability of product-by-process claims depends 

on the product itself, we review the claims to identify the product at issue…. 
[C]laimed process steps result in a buffered first mixture, and therefore, the 
claims identify the product prepared by the claimed process. Because the 
claims identify the product prepared by the claimed process, we determine that 
the claims set forth the invention with sufficient particularity and 
distinctiveness.”

― Prior art reference relied upon was not analogous art. 
― No reason why POSITA would look to semiconductor cleaning solutions to 

develop claimed dermatological invention. 
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Proceedings In The Courts

• Issued product-by-process claims.

• For many years, conflict in the law:

― Atlantic Thermoplastics Co. v. Faytex Corp., 970 F.2d 834 (Fed. Cir. 
1992): “process terms in product-by-process claims serve as 
limitations in determining infringement”

― Scripps Clinic & Research Found.  v. Genentech, Inc., 927 F.2d 1565 
(Fed. Cir. 1991): “[T]he correct reading of product-by-process claims 
is that they are not limited to product prepared by the process set 
forth in the claims.”   
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Proceedings In The Courts

• Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc., 566 F.3d 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. 
denied, Astellas Pharma Inc. v. Lupin Ltd., (U.S. Jan. 11, 2010)

― Explicitly adopted rule from Atlantic Thermoplastics: “process terms in product-by-process 
claims serve as limitations in determining infringement.”

― FC: “Because the inventor chose to claim the product in terms of its process, however, that 
definition also governs the enforcement of the bounds of the patent right. This court cannot 
simply ignore as verbiage the only definition supplied by the inventor.  

― …it is both unnecessary and logically unsound to create a rule that the process limitations of 
a product-by-process claim should not be enforced in some exceptional instance when the 
structure of the claimed product is unknown and the product can be defined only by 
reference to a process by which it can be made. Such a rule would expand the protection of 
the patent beyond the subject matter that the inventor has ‘particularly point[ed] out and 
distinctly claim[ed]’ as his invention[.]”

― “If this court does not require, as a precondition for infringement, that an accused infringer 
actually use a recited process, simply because of the patentee's choice of the probabilistic 
suffix “able,” the very recitation of that process becomes redundant. This would widen the 
scope of the patentee's claims beyond that which is actually invented-a windfall to the 
inventor at the expense of future innovation and proper notice to the public of the scope of 
the claimed invention.”
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Proceedings In The Courts

• Abbott Labs. v. Sandoz, Inc., 566 F.3d 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (en banc), cert. denied, Astellas 
Pharma Inc. v. Lupin Ltd., (U.S. Jan. 11, 2010)

― Representative Abbott claims read:
― 2. Crystalline [cednifier] which is obtainable by acidifying a solution containing 7-[2-(2-aminothiazol-3-

yl)-2-hydroxyiminoacetamido]-3-vinyl-3-cephem-3-carboxylic acid (syn isomer) at room temperature or 
under warming.

― 5. Crystalline [cednifir] which is obtainable by dissolving 7-[2-(2-aminothiazol-3-yl)-2-
hydroxyiminoacetamido]-3-vinyl-3-cephem-3-carboxylic acid (syn isomer) in an alcohol, continuing to 
stir the solution slowly under warming, then cooling the solution to room temperature and allowing 
the solution to stand.

― DC: Construed as product-by-process claims because of the phrase “obtainable by.” 
― Per Atlantic Thermoplastics, the process limitations were relevant in determining infringement. 

― FC: Affirmed summary judgment of noninfringement.
― If the process limitations were not relevant, claims 2 and 5 would be the same. 
― “By drafting claims 2 and 5 to incorporate these specific processes, Abbott made a conscious choice to place 

process requirements on its claimed product. If Abbott had wanted to obtain broader coverage for crystalline 
cefdinir devoid of any process limitations, as it seeks to do here, it could have simply done so (if indeed, as it 
argues, it is really the product that is the heart of the invention, not the process). But it did not. The crystals of 
claims 2 and 5 are simply not identifiable other than by the processes disclosed in column 2. This court must 
enforce the ways and terms that a party chooses to define its invention.”       

― In addition, according to the prosecution history, Abbott overcame a prior art rejection with arguments based 
on the recited processes. “[P]rocess limitations cannot be haphazardly jettisoned for an infringement analysis 
when they were so important in the patentability analysis.”

― No evidence that the alleged infringer was practicing the recited process steps. 
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Updating Specification and Claims

• Shortcomings in either technologic capability or the English language can 
necessitate the use of product-by-process format. But these noted 
shortcomings are subject to ongoing development and refinement. What 
happens when an inventor becomes able to more definitively characterize 
the structure of a composition after filing a patent application employing 
product-by-process format? 

• May be able to supplement disclosure and claims to accommodate 
development and thereby obtain more desirable patent coverage as long as 
no “new matter.” 

― Original disclosure sufficient to establish the inherency of the supplemental 
characterization. 

• In re Nathan, 328 F.2d 1005 (C.C.P.A. 1964) 
― Clarification of a compound's structure after an initial filing is possible. 
― CCPA: “[W]e consider that the amendatory material . . . is concerned with an 

inherent characteristic of an illustrative product of appellant's invention 
already sufficiently identified in appellant's original disclosure as filed.”  
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Updating Specification and Claims

• Amendment can occur during the prosecution of the original application, or 
a continuation application of the original, or a CIP application, or a reissue 
application. 

• What about in a reissue application filed after two years from issuance?

• Under the rationale of Atlantic Thermoplastics, a product-by-process claim is 
narrower in scope than a traditional product claim in the context of 
infringement and thus the acquisition of “true” product claims can be 
thought to broaden the applicant's patent rights. 

• But, during ex parte proceedings in the USPTO, product-by-process claims 
are not interpreted so narrowly. Does the supplemental disclosure after two 
years constitute a broadening of the claim? It would seem that the ex parte 
standard should control, but arguments to the contrary can certainly be 
advanced based on the rationale of Atlantic Thermoplastics.
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Whether To Use P-b-P Claim Format?

• Balance: product-by-process claims construed 
broadly for determining patentability over the 
prior art and narrowly for determining 
infringement. 
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Practice Tip

• Could be prudent to observe a self-imposed 
reluctance to define an article in process terms. 

―In ex parte prosecution of the claim, may present 
problems in showing novelty and unobviousness. 

―Scope of protection afforded is subject to extremely 
narrow interpretation. 
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POLLING QUESTION

Claim:  A widget produced by steam rolling a piece of 
metal to produce said widget.

The Examiner allows the claim because the prior art 
does not show steam-rolled widgets.

That allowance is correct?

Yes or No
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POLLING QUESTION

Is this claim literally infringed if the 
alleged infringer does not use the 

process recited in the claim?

Yes or No
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POLLING QUESTION

• It should have been irrelevant in 
Abbott v. Sandoz that Abbott 
established patentability by 
arguing process limitations.

―Yes or No
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POLLING QUESTION

• A condensate comprising Flukum 

―To prove infringement must the patentee 
show that the flukum was made by a 
condensation process?

―Yes or No
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POLLING QUESTION

• A ready to use snow cone comprising ice 
and flavoring at a concentration of about 4 
μg/mL of said snow cone.

―Is this a product by process claim?

―Yes 

―No
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POLLING QUESTION

• A frozen banana produced by freezing a 
banana

―Is this a product by process claim?

―Yes 

―No
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POLLING QUESTION

• A purified flukum composition comprising flukum 
of greater than or about 93% purity relative to 
impurities 1–14 defined by peaks 1–14 shown in 
FIG. 12, the flukum being obtained by a process 
comprising the step of forming an aggregate 
comprising flukum

―Is this a product by process claim?

―Yes 

―No
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